
B:more
B Series Control Panels to protect people and property



B:more:secure
B Series integrated security solution 
Secure people and property. These flexible systems fit a range of facility configurations—from retail stores 
and banks to schools, office buildings and more. 



B:more:flexible
Control individual rooms or up to six distinct areas  
of your facility. You can turn off your office while 
your retail area remains secure, protect your bank’s 
main building while the ATM vestibule remains off, 
or leave the school gym open while classrooms and  
labs are monitored.

Scheduled events also allow you to program the 
system to automatically turn on or off at pre-
determined times or to perform other functions 
based on an internal clock and calendar.

B:more:innovative
The control panels are modern Internet appliances 
for security applications. They support both current 
and future Internet Protocols—IPv4 and IPv6—to 
protect your investment as technology changes. 
Multiple interfaces for Ethernet and USB 
connections and simple plug-in communication 
modules allow for easy adoption of new 
technologies.

Remote programming with advanced diagnostic 
capabilities minimizes costs by allowing technicians  
to service your system or enable and disable certain 
functions without traveling to your facility. Remote 
firmware updates ensure easy maintenance and 
feature enhancements.



B:more:at ease
Each control panel works around the clock checking for open windows and doors and 
performing other services to keep your facility secure. It provides safeguards against burglars, 
vandalism, and more.

And, with event notifications—such as alarms, or warnings from temperature or water level 
sensors—sent direct to your email or mobile phone, you are always kept up to date on the 
status of your facility even when you are not there.

B:more:aware
Integrating Bosch IP cameras with the panel lets  
you see what is happening at your business from a 
remote desktop or smart phone. The camera’s  
built-in video motion detection can activate points 
on the panel, and panel events to trigger camera 
actions, including sending video clips via email.

Verify the identity of the person who armed or 
disarmed your system or see video images of other 
events. You get more information about what is 
happening at your facility and about the safety and 
security of your employees



B:more:connected
Use your existing data network or cellular data 
network with your control panel to send reports to 
the central station receiver—eliminating the need for 
a phone line, reducing your costs, and increasing 
security. 

With our Remote Security Control app, you can  
also operate your system from an iOS or Android 
device. Turn on or off the system, check status, and 
control monitored points or doors using a smart 
phone or tablet. You can even view live video or  
still images from Bosch IP cameras integrated with 
the panel.



B:more:in control 
With the panel, you can control other building 
systems. Control lights and adjust air conditioning  
or heat based on building occupancy to conserve 
energy and reduce costs. 

Bosch keypads guide you through system control 
functions with just a few easy steps. The simple  
user interface helps reduce errors and minimize  
false alarms. You can also turn the system on or 
off with a wireless keyfob—making access easy for 
employees.

Wireless Keyfob

Custom FunctionsB:more:intuitive
Program the control panels to carry out multiple 
functions with a single keypad command so you can 
customize the system to meet your specific needs. 
This makes it easy to turn the system All On, Part 
On, or Off for events such as overtime work, 
holidays, or after-hour meetings. 

Bonjour! Hola! Olá! Hello!       
Display system text in English, Spanish, French,  
or Portuguese and automatically switch languages 
based on the user’s preference. This makes it easy  
to accommodate multilingual applications.



B:more:reliable
Bosch employs the highest standards to ensure 
quality and performance. Each control panel has 
also passed rigorous testing by Underwriters 
Laboratory (UL/ULC), an independent product 
safety testing and certification organization.

B:more:comprehensive
The control panels offer a complete system that 
works with a range of available components, allowing 
you to customize a solution that fits the specific 
needs of your facility. The range of available 
components include: 
 
Keypads
Choose from a color graphic touch screen display,  
a two-line LCD keypad, ATM-style LCD keypads,  
or a two-line capacitive touch keypad. With 
programmable text, you can customize the system to 
provide the most complete information for response 
to critical events.

Intrusion Detectors
A full line of intrusion detectors include the 
Commercial Series and Blue Line Gen2 with excellent 
catch performance and false alarm immunity.

Wireless Transmitters
RADION component options feature superior range, 
reliability, flexibility and battery life to provide 
maximum security with minimal inconvenience  
and cost.

B:more:confident
Invest in a B Series panel and get more for  
your organization.
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A Tradition of Quality and Innovation 
For 125 years, the Bosch name has 
stood for quality and reliability.  
Bosch is the global supplier of choice  
for innovative technology, backed by  
the highest standards for service  
and support.

Bosch Security Systems proudly  
offers a wide range of security,  
safety, communications and sound 
solutions that are relied upon every  
day in applications around the  
world, from government facilities  
and public venues to businesses, 
schools and homes.


